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SOMETHING NEW
Until a few months ago, the only alternatives to laser tattoo removal were dermabrasion and chemical peels that faded but 
could not reliably remove any but the most superficial tattoos. Now there’s an interesting third option: EliminInk.
Introduced by Cynergy Products (www.cynergyproducts.com) in November 2008, EliminInk is placed into tissue 
using a technique similar to that used by the original tattoo or permanent makeup artist. It contains magnesium  oxides 

and other ingredients that bind to the iron 
oxides in the tattoo inks or the color pigments in 
permanent  makeup and safely lift them to the 
surface through oxidation. A scab forms over 
the treated area that must be kept dry until it 
falls off naturally. 
The company did provide us with the name of 
a physician who is offering the procedure in 
his practice, James J. Murata, MD, FACS, Ear, 
Nose and Throat Associates of South Florida in 
Boca Raton, Florida. We spoke with Caroline 
Murata, RN, who performs the EliminInk 
procedures in Dr. Murata’s practice, and heads 
the Harmonix Institute in Boca Raton, Florida, 
which provides training on the procedure.
“Dr. Murata initially investigated the product 

because he had seen many patients treated 
with lasers who had scarring and minimal 
improvement even after multiple sessions,” 
reports Murata. 

“It works for everything from 
jailhouse tattoos to top of 
the line tattoo pigments of 

all colors. We have even used 
it successfully on multicolor 
tattoos that failed to respond 
to multiple laser treatments. 

That’s why this is so exciting,” 
says Murata. “We have had no 

complications of any kind from 
doing the procedure.”

“In our experience, EliminInk offers better removal of permanent makeup and 
tattoo ink with less discomfort during the procedure and with a better outcome.”

By Linda W. Lewis
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Invisible
During the NBA Playoffs in May and June 2009, mil-
lions of basketball fans thrilled to the athleticism of 
top players like Carmelo Anthony, Kobe Bryant and 
LeBron James. They also marveled at the gallery of 
tattoos adorning the players’ arms, necks and backs. 
Young people are increasingly emulating their sports 
and entertainment idols by getting their own tattoos. In 
January 2007 the PEW Research Center reported that 
36% of U.S. citizens between the ages of 18 and 35 
have at least one tattoo—that’s more than 2.5 million 
tattooed citizens in that age category alone. Earlier 
research published in the Journal of the American 
Academy of Dermatology in 2005 suggested that 
17% of those with tattoos will consider having one or 
more of them removed. 

“People tire of their tattoos—they become boring 
or outdated, or the person’s life changes,” remarks 
Suzanne Linsmeier Kilmer, MD, of the Laser and Skin 
Surgery Center of Northern California. The current 

gold standard for tattoo removal is Q-switched 
lasers, which deliver high energy in short (nano-

second) pulses at large spot sizes. Our panel of 
experts explores some of the latest laser intro-
ductions and refinements in practice param-
eters that allow them to offer more effective 
tattoo treatments, plus a surprising new 
technology developed to remove tattoos.
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